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Service portfolio
Learners must:
Produce a service portfolio that includes evidence of practical treatments carried out with proficiency. 
The service portfolio is an evidence requirement which must be completed prior to learners undertaking 
the practical assessment. VTCT specifies the treatments to be carried out and evidenced in the portfolio. 

The service portfolio can be used as a confirmatory and formative assessment to prepare learners for 
the practical assessments. The purpose of this portfolio is to evaluate learner performance and use the 
information gathered to shape and improve the learner’s performance in preparation for summative 
assessments. 

Centres should consider the use of formative self and peer assessment as part of the learning journey. 
Whilst service portfolios are not graded, they may be sampled by the EQA.

 Service portfolio

The service portfolio contain evidence that learners have:

Carried out a minimum of 4 different 
personalised hairstyles on 4 different clients

Portfolio reference

Long and short hair

With and without hair attachments/enhancements/accessories

Used all tools and equipment Portfolio reference
Range of combs to detangle, set, style and dress hair

Range of brushes for: detangling dry/dried hair, to create 
volume and lift when blow-drying, to style and dress hair

Range of setting equipment to create curl and movement in 
hair, to dress hair, to dry hair

Used all products Portfolio reference
Setting

Styling

Finishing

Accommodated all influencing factors Portfolio reference
Hair classification

Hair characteristics

Head shape

Face shape

Body shape

Hair length

Hair density
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Client lifestyle

Client requirements

Provided advice and recommendations Portfolio reference
Maintaining the look for the special occasion

Dismantling the look after the special occasion

Assessor Learner
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Summative practical assessment
Learners must:
LO4 - Be able to prepare the client for hair-up style services

LO5 - Be able to create hairstyles for hair-up style services

Learners must carry out one special occasion hair service which will be observed and marked by centre 
assessors. Learners must achieve all assessment criteria in order to pass and achieve the unit. The 
practical assessment must take place in a real or realistic working environment on a real client. 

At a minimum the summative practical assessment for this unit must cover:

Special occasion 
hair service

• One hairstyle for a given client’s special occasion, demonstrating 
how the hair is creatively personalised for the client to meet their 
individual needs to suit the special occasion and completed in a 
commercial time

• The application of appropriate hair attachments/enhancements and/
or accessories to suit the given special occasion

• Advice and recommendations to maintain and dismantle the look for 
the given special occasion

Tools, equipment 
and products

• Using a range of appropriate tools, equipment and styling, dressing 
and finishing products to complete the look
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Practical assessment

In order to pass this unit, learners must achieve all pass criteria.

Pass Criteria 
LO4 Be able to prepare the client for hair-up style services

P11 - Prepare and check the client, work area, products, tools and equipment for 
special occasion hair services

P12 - Prepare the client for hair-up style services

P13 - Agree the look with the client and check for contra-indications

LO5 Be able to create hairstyles for hair-up style services

P14 - Use the correct tools, products and equipment for the completion of the hairstyle

P15 - Use safe and hygienic working methods throughout the service

P16 - Use appropriate techniques to achieve the intended result

P17 - Apply temporary hair attachments OR make recommendations for the client to 
have hair attachments

P18 - Apply hair accessories and enhancements

P19 - Carry out a special occasion hairstyle

P20 - Provide in-service checks with the client

P21 - Provide aftercare advice to maintain and dismantle the hairstyle

P22 - Prepare the area for the next service

Date achieved

Portfolio reference
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Knowledge criteria
Knowledge assessment criteria 

In order to pass this unit, learners must achieve all pass criteria.

Pass Criteria

LO1 Know the salon requirements for hair-up style 
services

Portfolio reference

P1 - Describe how to set up the work area

P2 - Explain how a professional hairdresser presents themself

P3 - Explain the salon requirements for record keeping

P4 - Describe the legal requirements for providing treatments to minors

LO2 Understand the factors that influence hair-up 
style services

Portfolio reference

P5 - Describe and compare different hair classifications

P6 - Describe how hair classifications and characteristics affect special 
occasion hair services

P7 - Explain the factors that can prevent or restrict the hair-up style 
service

P8 - Describe the contra-indications which affect hair-up style services

LO3 Know the products, tools, equipment and 
techniques used to provide hair-up style services

Portfolio reference

P9 - Describe the usage of products, tools, and equipment used for 
special occasion hair services

P10 - Describe how to use temporary hair attachments, enhancements 
and accessories
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